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Status

● 20 PB of storage procured, to be co-located with computation at National Center for Climate Simulation (NCCS)
○ Will be used for data storage, provision and compute
○ Will run same data analysis environments as HelioCloud
○ ~1PB fast storage already installed; rest of storage estimated delivery November 1st.

● Off-site and offline data backup capability being installed at SDAC this week
○ Intended for long term data storage

● Solar Orbiter, Parker Solar Probe data stored at SDAC and available via VSO
○ EUI so far, WISPR

● MinXSS1, 2; SUNRISE data available via VSO

● Continued support for Solarsoft (IDL)



Status

● VSO
○ Experimental TAP support.
○ Health reports (soon to be publicly available).

● SDAC now storing data created as a result of science proposals
○ First delivery is this week.
○ SPASE record for these data being worked on.
○ Potentially more difficult to organize given potential data heterogeneity.

● SDAC webpages undergoing re-write, move to new content management system
○ More information and guidance on data standards, processing and analysis will be easier to find after 

rewrite.



Future plans

● Development of FITS metadata storage and search mechanisms for hundreds of millions of files
○ Will power VSO searches
○ Experiments with ASDF so far are promising. ASDF also in use at JWST and DKIST (DKIST projected to have larger data 

volumes than SDO).

● VSO
○ Re-design and re-write of core VSO

■ Moving away from Perl
■ Development platform changing CVS -> git

○ (Re) Constitution of a science advisory board
○ Annual in-person meetings

● Helioviewer
○ Mobile-ready helioviewer.org almost complete
○ In development - three dimensional, on-demand movie streaming data visualization application.



Future plans

● Software
○ Continued support for Solarsoft
○ New support for SunPy

● Transfer of SDO Level 0 data from JSOC to SDAC
○ FITS files (~6PB, increasing ~0.5PB/year)
○ Will be stored almost immediately on tape
○ Not likely to be requested by users



END



Abstract

NASA's Solar Data Analysis Center (SDAC) supports the analysis of solar physics data in pursuit of the research goals of 
NASA’s Heliophysics Science Division. The SDAC supports efforts in data storage, data provision via the Virtual Solar 
Observatory, data analysis via the Solarsoft environment, data visualization via the Helioviewer Project.
 
The SDAC’s responsibilities are expanding in order to respond to the changing needs of the heliophysics community and 
NASA-wide initiatives driving the promotion of open science. These new efforts include support for the co-location of large 
volumes of solar physics data close to large computing resources, support for Python-based data analysis tools, and the 
creation and maintenance of off-line data backups. Further, existing projects funded by the SDAC are also seeing expanded 
scope in order to support the needs of heliophysics community. In this presentation I will briefly describe the new efforts 
undertaken by the SDAC, and the expansion of scope of projects currently funded by the SDAC.
 
The SDAC is co-ordinating its future development through the Heliophysics Digital Research Library (HDRL), a federation 
consisting of partner and collaborator organizations that all support NASA’s Heliophysics Systems Observatory and the 
research goals of NASA’s Heliophysics Science Division.


